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High-scale baryogenesis with testable neutron-antineutron oscillation and dark matter
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We propose a new scenario for predicting a one-loop neutron-antineutron oscillation at a testable
level, meanwhile, realizing a thermal or inflationary baryogenesis at a very high scale. Besides the
standard model content, this scenario involves two real singlet scalars with very heavy masses, two
color-triplet and iso-singlet scalars at the TeV scale, as well as a Majorana singlet fermion for a dark
matter candidate.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 95.35.+d, 14.20.Dh
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that in the SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y
standard model (SM), an SU(2)L global anomaly vi-
olates the baryon (B) and lepton (L) numbers by an
equal amount [1]. Due to a sphaleron solution [2], this
anomalous process can become fast during the period
100GeV . T . 1012GeV. Consequently, a B − L asym-
metry rather than a B + L asymmetry can survive from
such B − L conserving but B + L violating sphaleron
processes. This means a successful baryogenesis mech-
anism above the electroweak scale should firstly gener-
ate a B − L asymmetry which is composed of a pure
B asymmetry, a pure L asymmetry or any unequal B
and L asymmetries. The sphaleron processes then can
convert this B − L asymmetry to a B asymmetry and
a L asymmetry. For example, the B − L asymmetry is
a L asymmetry in the leptogenesis scenario where a L
asymmetry can be produced by certain lepton-number-
violating interactions [3]. Alternatively, we can consider
some baryon-number-violating interactions to generate a
B asymmetry for the required B − L asymmetry. These
baryon number violation may result in a proton decay
[4–8] or a neutron-antineutron (n− n¯) oscillation [8–19].
On the other hand, the massive and mixing neutrinos
have been confirmed by various neutrino oscillation ex-
periments [20]. The precise cosmology further constrains
the neutrino masses in a sub-eV range [20]. The most
popular scheme for generating the tiny neutrino masses
is to consider the seesaw mechanism at tree level [21–25].
In such seesaw extension of the SM, the cosmic B asym-
metry can be understood via the leptogenesis mechanism.
An interesting variation of the canonical seesaw model is
to introduce an inert Higgs doublet and then realize the
seesaw at one-loop order [26, 27]. This radiative seesaw
scenario, where the leptogenesis is still available while the
inert Higgs doublet provides a dark matter (DM) candi-
date, inspire us to consider the possibility of a one-loop
induced n− n¯ oscillation.
In this paper we shall propose a new scenario with
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a high-scale baryogenesis and a one-loop n − n¯ oscilla-
tion. Specifically, we shall extend the SM by two real sin-
glet scalars, two color-triplet and iso-singlet scalars with
same electric charges but different B numbers, as well
as a Majorana singlet fermion without any B numbers.
Our model will respect a softly broken B number and
an exactly conserved Z2 discrete symmetry. The baryon-
number-violating decays of the real scalars into the col-
ored scalars, followed by the baryon-number-conserving
decays of the colored scalars into the SM quarks and the
Majorana fermion, can realize a thermal or inflationary
baryogenesis. The interactions responsible for this baryo-
genesis can also contribute a n− n¯ oscillation at one-loop
order. This n − n¯ oscillation can be observed in the fu-
ture experiments if the colored scalars and the Majorana
fermion are close to the TeV scale. Meanwhile, the Ma-
jorana fermion as a DM particle can be verified in the
DM direct detection experiments.
II. THE MODEL
Besides the quarks and Higgs scalar in the SM,
dR(3, 2,−
1
3 )(+
1
3 ) , uR(3, 2,+
2
3 )(+
1
3 ) ,
qL(3, 2,+
1
6 )(+
1
3 ) =
[
uL
dL
]
,
φ(1, 2,+ 12 )(0) =
[
φ+
φ0
]
, (1)
our scenario will involve the following five fields,
χR(1, 1, 0)(0) , δ(3, 1,−
1
3 )(−
2
3 ) , ξ(3, 1,−
1
3 )(−
1
3 ) ,
σa(1, 1, 0)(0) (a = 1, 2) , (2)
with χR being a fermion while δ, ξ and σ1,2 being four
scalars. Here the first brackets following the fields de-
scribe the transformations under the SU(3)c×SU(2)L×
U(1)Y gauge groups, while the second brackets are the B
numbers. We also impose a Z2 discrete symmetry under
which the fields transform as
(SM , δ)
Z
2−→ (SM , δ) , (χR , ξ , σ)
Z
2−→ −(χR , ξ , σ) . (3)
2In our model, the B number is only permitted to be
softly broken, meanwhile, the Z2 symmetry is required to
be exactly conserved. Under these conditions, the follow-
ing terms relevant to our demonstration can be allowed,
L ⊃ −
1
2
M2σσ
2 − (µ2δ + λδφφ
†φ)δ†δ − (µ2ξ + λξφφ
†φ)ξ†ξ
−
[
1
2
mχχ¯Rχ
c
R + ρσδ
†ξ + yξ†d¯cRχR + fδd¯
c
RuR
+
1
2
hδq¯cLiτ2qL +H.c.
]
, (4)
where the indices are not shown. Note the two parame-
ters ρ1,2 always can have a relative phase,
α = arg
(
ρ2
ρ1
)
6= 0 , (5)
to violate the CP.
The Z2 discrete symmetry will not be broken at any
scales. This means the real singlet scalars σ will not
acquire any nonzero vacuum expectation values (VEVs).
As for the colored scalars δ and ξ, their masses should be
m2δ = µ
2
δ + λδφ〈φ〉
2 > 0 , m2ξ = µ
2
ξ + λξφ〈φ〉
2 > 0 .(6)
Without loss of generality, we choose the Majorana mass
of the singlet fermion χR to be real so that we can define
a Majorana fermion, i.e.
χ = χR + χ
c
R = χ
c for mχ = m
∗
χ . (7)
We would like to emphasize that under the Z2 symme-
try (3), the soft B number violation can only originate
from the trilinear couplings among the three scalars σ, δ
and ξ, i.e. the ρ-term in Eq. (4). As we will demon-
strate in the following, such baryon-number-violating
terms with the CP-violation (5) play an essential role
for realizing a thermal or inflationary baryogenesis.
III. DARK MATTER
In our model, the Majorana fermion χ can remain sta-
ble to serve as a DM particle. The DM relic density
is determined by the annihilation of the DM fermion χ
into the down-type quark pairs through the t-channel ex-
change of the colored scalar ξ. Meanwhile, the s-channel
exchange of the colored scalar ξ can mediate a DM scat-
tering off nuclei. For simplicity, we assume that the col-
ored scalar ξ to be much heavier than the DM fermion
so that the DM annihilation and scattering can be well
described by the effective operator as below,
L ⊃
yiy
∗
j
m2ξ
d¯Riχ
c
Rχ¯
c
RdRj =
yiy
∗
j
8m2ξ
d¯iγ
µ(1− γ5)dj χ¯γµγ5χ .
(8)
We now calculate the annihilation cross section up to
the p-wave contribution [28],
〈σvrel〉 =
∑
i,j=d,s,b |yi|
2|yj |
2
4 pi
m2χ
m4ξ
v2rel . (9)
By taking the freeze-out temperature T ≃ mχ/20 and
then the relative velocity v2rel ≃ 6T/mχ ≃ 0.3, we can
estimate the annihilation cross section to be
〈σvrel〉 = 0.1 pb
(∑
i,j=d,s,b |yi|
2|yj |
2
1
)
×
( mχ
100GeV
)2(1TeV
mξ
)4
. (10)
For a proper choice of the masses and couplings, the
above cross section can arrive at a desired value to ac-
count for the DM relic density [20]. In the following we
will simply assume the colored scalar ξ does not sizeably
couple to the second and third generations of quarks. As
an example, we take
mχ = 100GeV , mξ = 1TeV , yd = 1≫ ys,b
⇒ 〈σvrel〉 = 0.1 pb . (11)
As the colored scalar ξ has no sizeable couplings to
the strange and bottom quarks, the spin-dependent DM-
nucleus scattering cross section at zero momentum trans-
fer can be given by [29]
σ0 =
4|yd|
4
pi
µ2A
m4ξ
[∆d(p)〈Sp〉+∆d
(n)〈Sn〉]
2 J + 1
J
. (12)
Here µA = mAmξ/(mA + mξ) is the DM-nucleus re-
duced mass with mA being the target nuclear mass,
∆d(p) = −0.38 [29] and ∆d(n) = 0.77 [29] respectively
are the down-quark matrix element in a proton and a
neutron, 〈Sp〉 is the expectation value of the spin con-
tent of the proton group in the nucleus, and similarly
for 〈Sn〉, while J is the total nucleus spin. As an ex-
ample, we consider the 129Xe nucleus with 〈Sp〉 = 0.010,
〈Sn〉 = 0.329, J = 1/2 [30], as well as the
131Xe nu-
cleus with 〈Sp〉 = −0.009, 〈Sn〉 = −0.272, J = 3/2
[30]. We find σ0 = 1.5 × 10
−36 cm2 for 129Xe and
σ0 = 6.0 × 10
−37 cm2 for 131Xe. By making a normal-
ization procedure σN = σ0µ
2
N/µ
2
A, we can obtain a DM-
nucleon scattering cross section σN = 8 × 10
−41 cm2 for
129Xe and σN = 3× 10
−41 cm2 for 131Xe, which are close
to the current limits and sensitive to the future experi-
ments [31]. In this numerical analysis, we have defined
the DM-nucleon reduced mass µN = mNmξ/(mN +mξ)
with mN being the nucleon mass.
IV. NEUTRON-ANTINEUTRON OSCILLATION
At low energy, we can integrate out the real scalars
σ, the colored scalars δ and ξ, as well as the Majorana
3dR dR
χR χR
dR(qL) dR(qL)
u
R
(q
L
) u
R
(q
L
)
δ δ
ξ ξ
σ
FIG. 1. The one-loop diagram for neutron-antineutron oscil-
lation.
fermion χ. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 1, we can
obtain the dimension-9 operators as below,
L ⊃ −
κ
Λ5R
d¯cRdRu¯
c
RdRu¯
c
RdR −
κ
Λ5L
d¯cRdRu¯
c
LdLu¯
c
LdL
+H.c. with
κijklmn
Λ5R
=
yiyjfklfmn
4pi2
ρ2amχ
[
1−
m2χ
m2
ξ
−m2χ
ln
(
m2ξ
m2χ
)]
M2σam
4
δ(m
2
ξ −m
2
χ)
≃
yiyjfklfmn
4pi2
ρ2amχ
M2σam
2
ξm
4
δ
for m2ξ ≫ m
2
χ ,
κijklmn
Λ5L
=
yiyjhklhmn
4pi2
ρ2amχ
[
1−
m2χ
m2
ξ
−m2χ
ln
(
m2ξ
m2χ
)]
M2σam
4
δ(m
2
ξ −m
2
χ)
≃
yiyjhklhmn
4pi2
ρ2amχ
M2σam
2
ξm
4
δ
for m2ξ ≫ m
2
χ . (13)
The above operators, which violate the B number by
two units, can result in a n − n¯ transition. The related
n− n¯ mixing strength is calculated by [19]
δmn−n¯∼Λ
6
QCDGn−n¯
=3.4× 10−5GeV
(
ΛQCD
180MeV
)6(
Gn−n¯
GeV−5
)
, (14)
where the parameter Gn−n¯ is
Gn−n¯ = GR +GL with
GR =
κddudud
Λ5R
=
y2df
2
ud
4pi2
mχ
m2ξm
4
δ
∑
a
ρ2a
M2σa
= 10−28GeV−5 ×
(yd
1
)2( fud
4.5× 10−3
)2
×
( mχ
100GeV
)(1TeV
mξ
)2(
1TeV
mδ
)4
×
∑
a
(
ρa/Mσa
10−3
)2
,
GL =
κddudud
Λ5L
=
y2dh
2
ud
4pi2
mχ
m2ξm
4
δ
∑
a
ρ2a
M2σa
= 10−28GeV−5 ×
(yd
1
)2( hud
4.5× 10−3
)2
×
( mχ
100GeV
)(1TeV
mξ
)2(
1TeV
mδ
)4
×
∑
a
(
ρa/Mσa
10−3
)2
. (15)
The n− n¯ oscillation with the lifetime,
τn−n¯ =
1
δmn−n¯
≈ 2× 108 sec
(
10−28GeV−5
Gn−n¯
)
,(16)
can arrive at a testable level [19].
V. BARYOGENESIS
As shown in Fig. 2, the baryon-number-violating de-
cays of the real scalars σa can generate a B asymmetry
stored in the colored scalar pairs (δ , δ∗) and (ξ , ξ∗). Sub-
sequently, through the baryon-number-conserving decays
of the colored scalars, the SM quarks can acquire a B
asymmetry, which is equivalent to a B − L asymmetry
in the absence of a L asymmetry 1. This B − L asym-
metry can survive from the sphaleron processes and then
contribute a B asymmetry in the present universe.
1 In the Majorana neutrino case, we assume the B asymmetry will
be produced after the lepton-number-violating interactions for
generating the neutrino mass matrix mν decouple at a very high
temperature [32],
T = 1012 GeV
[
0.04 eV2
Tr(m†νmν)
]
. (17)
For the Dirac neutrinos, their mass generation conserves the L
number so that it will not affect the produced B asymmetry at
all.
4σa
δ∗
ξ
+ σa
δ
ξ
σ
b
δ∗
ξ
δ∗
d
R
(q
L
)
u
R
(q
L
)
ξ
dR
χ
R
σ
a
δ
ξ∗
+ σa
δ
ξ
σ
b
δ
ξ∗
δ
dcR(q
c
L)
uc
R
(qc
L
)
ξ∗
dcR
χc
R
FIG. 2. The real scalars (σa) decay into the colored scalars (δ and ξ) which subsequently decay into the SM quarks (dR, uR
and qL) as well as the singlet fermion (χR).
We calculate the width in the real scalar decays at tree
level,
Γσa = Γ(σa → δ
∗ + ξ) + Γ(σa → δ + ξ
∗) =
3
8pi
|ρa|
2
Mσa
,
(18)
and the CP asymmetry at one-loop order,
εσa =
Γ(σa → δ
∗ + ξ)− Γ(σa → δ + ξ
∗)
Γσa
=
3
8pi
Im(ρ2aρ
∗2
b )
|ρa|
2
1
M2σ
b
−M2σa
. (19)
As an example, we assume the real scalar σ1 to be
much lighter than the other one σ2. The final B asym-
metry then should mainly come from the σ1 decays. For
a numerical estimation, we define [28]
K =
Γσ
1
2H(T )
∣∣∣T=Mσ
1
, (20)
where H(T ) is the Hubble constant,
H =
(
8pi3g∗
90
) 1
2 T 2
MPl
, (21)
with g∗ being the relativistic degrees of freedom during
the baryogenesis epoch. In the weak washout region, the
final B asymmetry can be simply described by [28]
ηB =
nB
s
≃
28
79
×
εσ
1
g∗
for K ≪ 1 . (22)
Here nB and s, respectively, are the B number density
and the entropy density, while the factor 2879 is a sphaleron
transfer coefficient. By fixing g∗ = 120.5 (the SM fields
plus two color-triplet and iso-singlet scalars as well as one
singlet fermions) and inputting,
Mσ
1
= 103 |ρ1| = 10
12GeV ,
Mσ
2
= 103 |ρ2| = 10
13GeV , (23)
we read
K = 0.04 , εσ
1
= 3.3× 10−8
(
sin 2α
0.28
)
. (24)
The B asymmetry then can arrive at an expected value
[20],
ηB = 10
−10
(
sin 2α
0.28
)
. (25)
Alternatively, the scalar σ1 may play the role of an
inflaton [33]. In this case, the final B asymmetry should
be [28]
ηB =
28
79
εσ
1
TRH/Mσ1 , (26)
with TRH being the reheating temperature [28],
TRH ≡ T (t = Γ
−1
σ
1
)
=
(
90
8pi3g∗
) 1
4
√
3MPl|ρ1|
2
16piMσ
1
. (27)
Replacing the parameter choice (23) by
Mσ
1
= 103 |ρ1| = 1.5× 10
13GeV ,
Mσ
2
= 103 |ρ2| = 1.5× 10
14GeV , (28)
we find
TRH = 7.7× 10
11GeV ,
εσ
1
= 5.6× 10−9
(
sin 2α
0.047
)
,
ηB = 10
−10
(
sin 2α
0.047
)
. (29)
One may worry about the produced B asymmetry will
be erased at low energies because the dimension-9 oper-
ators violate the B number by two units and hence lead
5to some baryon-number-violating processes. Usually ones
estimate the rate of these processes by
G2n−n¯T
11 < H(T ) =⇒ T . 104GeV
for Gn−n¯ = 10
−28GeV−5 ,(30)
and then conclude no B asymmetry can survive above the
temperature T ∼ 104GeV if the n− n¯ oscillation arrives
at a testable level. In our model, the effective dimension-
9 operators are induced by integrating out the scalars σ, δ
and ξ. However, the scalars δ and ξ are at the TeV scale,
i.e. their masses are lighter than the crucial temperature
T ∼ 104GeV. So, the estimation (30) is not consistent
with the present scenario. Actually, in our model, the
cubic terms among the three scalars σ, δ and ξ provide
the unique source of the B number violation. After this B
number violation is decoupled, no other baryon-number-
violating processes can keep in equilibrium to wash out
the produced B asymmetry.
VI. SUMMARY
In this paper we have demonstrated an interesting sce-
nario that a high-scale baryogenesis can be consistent
with a testable n − n¯ oscillation. Our model contains
two real singlet scalars, two colored scalars and a Ma-
jorana singlet fermion, in addition to the SM content.
We impose a softly broken B number and an exactly
conserved Z2 discrete symmetry. The baryon-number-
violating decays of the real scalars and then the baryon-
number-conserving decays of the colored scalars can gen-
erate a B asymmetry stored in the SM quarks. The inter-
actions responsible for this baryogenesis can also result in
a n− n¯ oscillation at one-loop order. Such radiative n− n¯
oscillation can arrive at a testable level even if the real
scalars are much heavier than the colored scalars and the
Majorana fermion which are all close to the TeV scale.
Meanwhile, the Majorana fermion as a DM particle is
sensitive to the DM direct detection. The real scalars
even can drive an inflation.
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